
BOOK REVIEWS

BIRDS OF THE BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS: A Guide for the Blue
Ridge Parkway, Great Smoky Mountains, Shennandoah National Park, and
Neighboring Areas.

Marcus B. Simpson, Jr., 1992. University of North Carolina Press, P.O.
Box 2288, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2288. Illus. Paperback. 354 pp including
bibliographical references and index. $14.95. (Also available in hardback.)

The only real "fault" of this excellent book might be its title; primarily, it
is a bird-finding guide, not a field guide to Blue Ridge Mountain birds as it
might suggest. However, those readers who are used to the Lane-type bird-find-
ing guides and similar booklets will discover that Simpson's book is roughly
three times the length and packed full of useful and interesting information.

Simpson begins with a discussion of the geography, climate, and vegeta-
tion that influence the bird life and birders in the regioNo. This is followed by a
section on bird-watching in the mountains. Taken together, these first 50 or so
pages contain a wealth of information that will be useful to people who don't
know everything about the Blue Ridge Mountains nor everything about finding
birds in them.

One of the most useful features of this guide is that the specific directions
to good birding locations given in the text are usually accompanied by clear
and precise half-page or full-page maps that show not only roads but also foot
trails. Readers who have attempted to find birding spots noted in some bird-
finding guides are likely to have been frustrated by incomplete or difficult-to-
understand directions. The maps and text certainly go a long way to reduce
such confusion.

In developing his site descriptions, Simpson has included information that
may be unique in guides of this type: access for handicapped and physically
disadvantaged birders. In fact, he has included a five-page subsection specifi-
cally targeted to this audience.

This is an admirable focus, which will prove to be useful to birders who
have limitations other than physical, as well. People who don't have the time,
appropriate clothing, or interest for hiking could certainly use the information
about birding the overlooks, parking lot margins, campground drives, and
Forest Service roads that are highlighted.

The book lists about 300 detailed site accounts within 45 general areas in
eight states. Over half of these (24) are in North Carolina, and almost one-third
(14) are found in Virginia. One to three areas are noted for South Carolina,
Georgia, Tennessee, West Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania.

While most the "hot spots" are along the 469-mile length of the Blue
Ridge Parkway, several adjacent and nearby locations are also described, such
as the southeastern Blue Ridge escarpment area and several other high-country
spots in South Carolina.

Another feature of the book that will be of interest to listers and others in-
terested in finding particular species is a 39-page annotated checklist and find-
ing guide section This is supported by an index to bird species (separate from
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the general index), which lists most pages where each bird is mentioned. For
instance, more than a dozen locations are cited for the Northern Saw-whet
Owl, which is noted in 37 places in the text.

At one inch thick, this 6" x 9 1/4" book won't fit easily into a pocket, but it
should be on the seat beside you the next time you take a drive in the Blue
Ridge Mountains. In fact, the price is such a bargain that you may want a "car
copy" for your margin notes and dog-earing, and a library copy for when you
just want to do a little armchair traveling. Dennis E. Burnette
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